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Abstract. Inhibition of return (IOR) as an indicator of attentional control is characterized by an eccentricity effect, that is, the more peripheral
visual field shows a stronger IOR magnitude relative to the perifoveal visual field. However, it could be argued that this eccentricity effect may
not be an attention effect, but due to cortical magnification. To test this possibility, we examined this eccentricity effect in two conditions: the
same-size condition in which identical stimuli were used at different eccentricities, and the size-scaling condition in which stimuli were scaled
according to the cortical magnification factor (M-scaling), thus stimuli being larger at the more peripheral locations. The results showed that the
magnitude of IOR was significantly stronger in the peripheral relative to the perifoveal visual field, and this eccentricity effect was independent
of the manipulation of stimulus size (same-size or size-scaling). These results suggest a robust eccentricity effect of IOR which cannot be
eliminated by M-scaling. Underlying neural mechanisms of the eccentricity effect of IOR are discussed with respect to both cortical and
subcortical structures mediating attentional control in the perifoveal and peripheral visual field.
Keywords: visual attention, inhibition of return, eccentricity effect, cortical magnification, visual field

Effects of visual orienting can be demonstrated by various
cueing paradigms. When attention is directed toward a
peripheral location by an endogenous cue such as an arrow
or a word that predicts where the target would most likely
appear, facilitation is typically observed, that is, faster RT
for detecting a target at the cued location relative to the uncued location. However, when using an exogenous cue such
as a sudden flash of an outline box at a peripheral location,
biphasic effects of attentional capture are frequently reported: When the cue-target interval is very brief, observers
respond faster to a target at the cued location as compared
to an uncued location. When the interval becomes longer,
facilitation is reversed to inhibition, that is, observers respond slower to a subsequent target at the cued location.
This latter inhibitory effect is typically known as ‘‘inhibition of return’’ (IOR) and has been independently discovered in the mid-1980s by Posner and Cohen (1984) and
Tassinari, Aglioti, Chelazzi, Marzi, and Berlucchi (1987).
It has been generally assumed that IOR has ecological significance for improving visual search efficiencies: By giving priority to novel locations rather than to those

*

previously attended, visual search efficiency can be greatly
improved.
Since the initial discovery of IOR, an increasing amount
of research has been dedicated to this phenomenon
(Berlucchi, 2006; Klein, 2000; Lupianez, Klein, &
Bartolomeo, 2006). Typically, two types of cue-target procedures are employed for its investigation (Bao, Zhou, &
Fu, 2004). One is a single-cue procedure, in which a peripheral cue is followed by a target stimulus appearing at either
the previously cued location or an opposite, uncued location. The other is a double-cue procedure in which a second
cue is added following the peripheral cue so as to reorient
attention to the central fixation point before the onset of a
following target. Independent of these procedures, IOR
has been found to be a very robust phenomenon that can
be observed in various situations. It occurs not only in
detection tasks but also in discrimination tasks (e.g.,
Lupianez, Milan, Tornay, Madrid, & Tuleda, 1997; Pratt
& Castel, 2001), not only with manual responses but also
with eye movement responses (Abrams & Dobkin, 1994),
not only in static stimulus displays but also in a dynamic
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environment (Tipper, Weaver, Jerreat, & Burak, 1994), and
not only in normal young adults but also in other age
groups and in patients (Bao et al., 2004; Langley et al.,
2007; Larrison-Faucher, Briand, & Sereno, 2002;
MacPherson, Klein, & Moore, 2003).
Given the role that IOR might play in the visual search
process, it is important to know how IOR is spatially distributed in the visual field. Studies with a method of cueing
one peripheral location and measuring the response time
(RT) to targets at multiple locations in the visual field suggest that IOR not only dwells at the originally cued location, but also spreads to nearby locations (Maylor &
Hockey, 1985) or even to the entire hemi-field with the vertical meridian as a boundary (Berlucchi, Tassinari, Marzi,
& Stefano, 1989; Collie, Maruff, Yucel, Danckert, & Currie, 2000; Tassinari et al., 1987). In testing an attentionalmomentum hypothesis with a paradigm of using multiple
stimulus locations around a fixation, Pratt and colleagues
obtained a different result (Pratt, Adam, & McAuliffe,
1998; Pratt, Spalek, & Bradshaw, 1999). Although the
slowest detection RT was found at the originally cued location, and the fastest RT at the uncued opposite location,
RTs at other locations did not suggest the vertical or horizontal meridian as a spatial boundary; the results rather implied a gradient of IOR where responses became slower as
the distance between cue and target decreased. In a subsequent high spatial-resolution study that tested 441 target
locations following a peripheral cue, indeed a gradient effect throughout the visual field was observed. Specifically,
inhibition in the cued quadrant gradually gave way to facilitation in the opposite quadrant (Bennett & Pratt, 2001).
This observation obscured the possible role of the vertical
and horizontal meridians in the spatial distribution of IOR
and implied a radial symmetry of attentional control in
the visual field with the fixation point as the center.
Although these previous studies explored the spatial
characteristics of IOR, they focused on IOR only in a limited area of the visual field. In fact, in most IOR studies
only stimuli up to 12 eccentricities were examined. In a
few studies more peripheral locations such as 18 (Collie
et al., 2000) and 30 (Berlucchi et al., 1989; Tassinari
et al. 1987) eccentricities were included, however, these
studies did not examine directly the eccentricity effect of
IOR since this was not their question of interest. Therefore,
little is known about IOR in the more peripheral visual
field. To find out whether IOR is homogeneously distributed in the visual field, a potential eccentricity effect of
IOR has been recently addressed. By systematically manipulating stimulus eccentricity with a double-cue IOR paradigm, Bao and Pçppel (2007) observed a functional
dissociation of attention control in the visual field. Specifically, the magnitude of IOR was found to be much stronger
in the peripheral visual field relative to the foveal and perifoveal regions (up to approximately 15 eccentricity).
This eccentricity effect of IOR is shown to be a robust phenomenon lasting approximately 3 s (Bao et al., 2013) and
being resistant to subjects’ practice (Bao et al., 2011). To
further investigate the generality of this functional subdivision of attentional control in the visual field, Bao and colleagues (Bao, Wang, & Pçppel, 2012) further measured the
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IOR effects with a single-cue paradigm and applied a very
short cue-target interval typically being anticipated not to
observe any inhibitory effect at all. Consistent with this
expectation, no IOR effects were observed within the perifoveal region up to 15 eccentricity, whereas beyond
15 there were significant IOR effects. This eccentricity effect not only revealed an early onset of IOR in the periphery, but verified again a functional dissociation of
attentional control in the visual field.
The concept of a functional dissociation of attentional
control across the visual field may be related to the inhomogeneity of the visual field as suggested by psychophysical,
neuropsychological, and neuroanatomical observations (for
review see Strasburger, Rentschler, & Jttner, 2011). Under
photopic adaptation conditions, a central cone of high sensitivity in the performance plane of light-difference thresholds across the visual field is surrounded by a plateau of
constant sensitivity in the near periphery (extending from
10 up to 20 vertically and 35 horizontally; Pçppel &
Harvey, 1973; cf. Strasburger et al., 2011, Fig. 8). Consistent with this sensitivity difference, the modes of oculomotor programming are also different for targets that appear in
these two regions. While perifoveal targets are usually
reached by a single saccade, peripheral targets require at
least two saccades: one bringing the visual axis close to
the target, and a second – the corrective saccade – which
aligns the visual axis with the target (Frost & Pçppel,
1976). This observation implies that the oculomotor system
can accurately program one saccadic eye movement for perifoveal targets but not for targets that appear more peripherally in the visual field. In a study with patients who had
suffered cerebral injuries of the central visual field with
some perifoveal and peripheral vision left intact, a slowdown of temporal processing as measured by flicker fusion
was observed for the perifoveal visual field, but not beyond
(Pçppel, Cramon, & Backmund, 1975). In another study on
residual vision (Pçppel, Held, & Frost, 1973), it was observed that the location of a target within the scotoma could
still be discriminated by oculomotor responses if the targets
were presented beyond approximately 10 eccentricity but
not when they appeared within the perifovea. Thus, a functional subdivision of the visual field is supported presumably due to the different anatomical central projections:
one emphasizing the geniculo-striate pathway and the other
the colliculo-extrastriate pathway (Wilson & Toyne, 1970).
Although the human visual field has been shown to be
inhomogeneous in many respects, the proposal of a functional dissociation of attentional control in the visual field
as demonstrated by the eccentricity effect of IOR faces
one important challenge, namely whether simply cortical
magnification in early visual areas is responsible for this
phenomenon. The concepts of cortical magnification and
M-scaling have been studied for many years (Cowey &
Rolls, 1974; Daniel & Whitteridge, 1961; Popovic &
Sjçstrand, 2001; Rovamo & Virsu, 1979; Strasburger,
Rentschler, & Harvey, 1994; Schiefer et al., 2001; for review see Strasburger et al., 2011). It is well known that
the cortical representation of a unit area in the visual field
decreases with its eccentricity. Since same-size stimuli had
been used at different eccentricities in previous studies that
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Figure 1. Sample trial sequence of a double-cue IOR paradigm. A valid trial at 21 eccentricity is demonstrated for both
the same-size condition (a) and the size-scaling condition (b).
demonstrated the eccentricity effect of IOR (Bao & Pçppel,
2007; Bao et al., 2011, 2012, 2013), their cortical representation was smaller when presented in the periphery than in
the perifovea. Therefore, the eccentricity effect of IOR
might just reflect cortical magnification, and might not be
a valid indicator of a functional dissociation of attentional
control in the visual field.
The present study aimed to clarify this possibility by
comparing IOR effects at two stimulus eccentricities
(7 and 21) in a spatial cueing paradigm comparing two
critical conditions: one being a same-size condition in
which identical stimuli were used for both eccentricities,
the other being a size-scaling condition in which the stimuli
were scaled according to an estimate of the magnification
factor. Stimuli were thus larger at 21 than at 7 eccentricity
in the latter condition. If cortical magnification is responsible for the eccentricity effect of IOR, then the manipulation
of stimulus size (same-size vs. size-scaling condition)
should influence whether the eccentricity effect of IOR is
observed. Specifically, a larger IOR magnitude at 21 relative to 7 eccentricity would only be expected in the samesize condition and not in the size-scaling condition since in
the latter the cortical representations of both 7 and 21
targets would be approximately the same.

Methods
Participants
Sixteen university students (10 male and 6 female with an
age range of 19–24 years) participated in the experiment.
 2013 Hogrefe Publishing. Distributed under the
Hogrefe OpenMind License http://dx.doi.org/10.1027/a000001

All participants were right-handed and had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. They were all nave to the
purpose of the experiment and were paid after the
experiment.

Materials and Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a dimly illuminated
room. Subjects were seated at 36.5 cm distance from a
19 in. CRT monitor with their heads resting on a chin rest.
The spatial resolution of the CRT monitor was
1024 · 768 pixels and the refresh rate was set at 75 Hz.
All stimuli were generated by a PC running Matlab software. Each trial started with a white fixation cross
(1 · 1) centered on the dark computer screen. After
1,000 ms, a white outline box serving as a peripheral
cue appeared for 100 ms at one of the four peripheral
locations (indicated by dash-line boxes in Figure 1) with
equal probability. Two of the peripheral locations had an
eccentricity of 7 (left, right) and the other two an eccentricity of 21 (left, right) (Figure 1). At 70 ms after the offset of the peripheral cue an outline box appeared at the
fixation location for 100 ms, reorienting the subject’s attention back to the center. Another 70 ms later, a white disk
serving as the target appeared at either the same or the symmetric opposite location of the peripheral cue, with equal
probability. The target remained present until the participant responded, that is, pressed the space bar with the right
index finger. Responding was instructed to be as quickly
and as accurately as possible. During each trial, subjects
were instructed to maintain their fixation at the central cross
without shifting their gaze to the peripheral locations. This
Experimental Psychology 2013
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Table 1. Mean RTs (with Standard Error) for each experimental condition (ms)
7 Eccentricity

21 Eccentricity

Stimulus size

Valid

Invalid

IOR

Valid

Invalid

IOR

Same-size
Size-scaling

305 (9.4)
316 (8.5)

282 (10.4)
295 (9.3)

23 (4.0)
21 (5.6)

324 (9.9)
320 (8.7)

287 (10.7)
290 (10.4)

37 (3.8)
30 (5.9)

requirement was particularly checked by the experimenter
during the practice session, and all subjects could follow
this instruction successfully before the main test started.
An intertrial interval of 1,000 ms with a blank screen was
inserted after the subject responded.
The sizes of the cues and targets for different stimulus
eccentricities were manipulated as follows: In the same-size
condition the cue subtended 1 · 1 and the target
0.6 · 0.6 for both stimulus eccentricities (7 and 21);
In the size-scaling condition, the peripheral cue at 7 was
kept at 1 · 1 size while, at 21, it was magnified to
2.8 · 2.8; the peripheral target at 7 was kept at
0.6 · 0.6 size while, at 21, it was magnified to 1.68,
using a formula for calculating cortical magnification as
suggested by Rovamo and Virsu (1979).
The experimental session consisted of 560 trials which
were divided into 8 blocks. Four blocks were trials of the
same-size condition and 4 blocks were trials of the sizescaling condition. There were 80 catch trials in which no
targets were presented and the participants had to withhold
their responses. Ten catch trials were randomly mixed with
60 target trials in each block. The number of trials for targets appearing in the left or right visual field, at 7 or 21
eccentricity, and at a cued or uncued location, was balanced
in both the same-size and the size-scaling conditions. One
half of the participants performed four blocks of the
same-size condition first, and the other half performed four
blocks of the size-scaling condition first. A practice block
with 20 trials of the same-size condition and 20 trials of
the size-scaling condition were tested before the main
experiment. A short break of approximately 2 min between
the experimental blocks was inserted. The entire experimental session lasted approximately 45 min.

Results
Mean RTs were analyzed with a 2 · 2 · 2 repeated-measure ANOVA, with Stimulus Size (same-size and size-scaling), Stimulus Eccentricity (7 and 21), and cue-target
Validity (valid and invalid) as within-subject variables.
The results of the three-factorial ANOVA showed significant main effects of Stimulus Eccentricity, F(1, 15) =
11.308, p < .01, gp2 = .430, and cue-target Validity,
F(1, 15) = 48.153, p < .001, gp2 = .762, but no main effect
of Stimulus Size, F(1, 15) = 1.492, p > .05, gp2 = .090.
However, Stimulus Size significantly interacted with Stimulus Eccentricity, F(1, 15) = 31.961, p < .001, gp2 = .681.
Further analysis of this interaction using paired t-tests with
Bonferroni correction showed a slower RT for 21 versus
7 stimuli, but only in the same-size condition (305 ms vs.
294 ms, p < .05), not in the size-scaling condition (305 ms
vs. 306 ms, p = .875) (Figure 2a), as expected from the effect of cortical magnification. Consistent with previous
observations (Bao & Pçppel, 2007; Bao et al., 2011,
2012, 2013), the interaction between Stimulus Eccentricity
and cue-target Validity was also significant, F(1, 15) =
33.445, p < .001, gp2 = .690. A further paired t-test on
the magnitude of IOR (i.e., the RT difference between valid
and invalid trials) for the two stimulus eccentricities revealed a stronger IOR magnitude for 21 versus 7 stimuli
(34 ms vs. 22 ms, t(15) = 5.783, p < .001), showing an
eccentricity effect of IOR (Figure 2b). More importantly,
no three-way interaction between Stimulus Size, Stimulus
Eccentricity, and cue-target Validity was observed,
F(1, 15) = 1.069, p = .318, gp2 = .067. This indicated that
the eccentricity effect of IOR was not affected by the
manipulation of stimulus size. In other words, a result pattern of stronger IOR at 21 versus 7 eccentricity stayed the
same in both the same-size condition (37 ms vs. 23 ms)
and the size-scaling condition (30 ms vs. 21 ms). No other
effects were observed.

Data Preparation
The total error rate for each subject was lower than 1% and
therefore was not further analyzed. Response times for the
correct trials of each subject were first submitted to a
descriptive analysis. Those RTs outside of 3 standard deviations (€3 SD) from the mean were considered as outliers
and were excluded from the RT data. A lower limit of
120 ms and a higher limit of 800 ms were further applied
to double check whether there remained RTs that were
physiologically impossible (too short RTs – less than
120 ms) or were due to reduced concentration (too long
RTs – longer than 800 ms). Mean RTs for all experimental
conditions are shown in Table 1.
Experimental Psychology 2013

Discussion
The present study examined whether the difference in cortical projection of the IOR stimuli (as inferred from the cortical
magnification factor) is responsible for the eccentricity effect
of IOR. By measuring the IOR magnitude at two different
stimulus eccentricities (7 and 21) in a same-size and a
size-scaling condition, we observed a robust eccentricity
effect of IOR – stronger IOR magnitude for 21 relative to
7 stimuli – independent of the manipulation of stimulus size.
 2013 Hogrefe Publishing. Distributed under the
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Figure 2. Data illustrating the observed two types of interactions. (a) Interaction between Stimulus Size and Stimulus
Eccentricity. The RT for 21 eccentricity is significantly slower than that for 7 eccentricity in the same-size condition,
whereas there is no such difference in the size-scaling condition. (b) Interaction between Stimulus Eccentricity and cuetarget Validity. A larger IOR magnitude (i.e., RT difference between valid and invalid trials) for 21 versus 7
eccentricity is observed, that is, an eccentricity effect of inhibition of return. Standard errors are indicated by error bars.

Since in the size-scaling condition, both the cue and the target
at the more peripheral location (21) were M-scaled simultaneously, we were concerned with a potential confounding of
the effects of cue size and target size. Therefore, we further
conducted a supplementary experiment with 10 subjects
using similar experimental design and procedures, but having only the peripheral target magnified while keeping the
peripheral cue size unchanged. Again, we observed a significant eccentricity effect of IOR (i.e., a larger IOR effect for
21 (41 ms) versus 7 (28 ms) eccentricity) which was unaffected by the manipulation of target size.
The main result of this study indicates that cortical magnification is not responsible for the eccentricity effect of
IOR, since the critical manipulation in the study – Stimulus
Size scaling – did not change the eccentricity effect of IOR.
RT was influenced by stimulus size as expected, but IOR,
i.e., RT difference, was not. Stimulus size exerts its influence on RT likely by spatial summation of luminous flux
up to the size of receptive fields at the respective visual
field location (Ricc’s Law; Strasburger et al., 2011). The
latter can be estimated by a psychophysical procedure
known as Westheimer’s paradigm (Oehler, 1985). Table 2
shows a comparison of the stimulus sizes used in the present study and estimated mean receptive field sizes at the
same location. Stimulus size was just above mean receptive
field size at 7 eccentricity, but was below it at 21 in the
unscaled condition and above it in the scaled condition.
So stimulus sizes compare to summation areas as intended
and are thus chosen appropriately.
The observation of a significant two-way interaction
between Stimulus Eccentricity and cue-target Validity in
the present study, together with other previous evidence
(Bao & Pçppel, 2007; Bao et al., 2011, 2012, 2013), sup 2013 Hogrefe Publishing. Distributed under the
Hogrefe OpenMind License http://dx.doi.org/10.1027/a000001

port the notion that the distribution of attention in the human visual field is not homogeneous but can be
characterized by (at least) two attentional systems (see also
Pçppel & Bao, 2012), one extending from the fovea to
approximately 10 to 15 eccentricity along the horizontal
meridian and the other beyond this perifoveal region up
to the far periphery.
Although previous studies suggest that IOR is associated
with a distributed neural network including the right parietal
lobe, superior and middle temporal gyrus, frontal eye field,
orbitofrontal cortex, and some subcortical structures including superior colliculus and cerebellum (Lepsien & Pollmann,
2002; Mayer, Seidenberg, Dorflinger, & Rao, 2004; Ro,
Farne, & Chang, 2003; Sapir, Soroker, Berger, & Henik,
1999; Vivas, Humphreys, & Fuentes, 2003), it is still too
early to specify the neural mechanisms underlying the
eccentricity of IOR, since all these previous studies exploring the neural correlates of IOR have only examined the
IOR effects in a limited range of stimulus eccentricity, typically within the perifoveal visual field. A direct comparison between IOR in the perifoveal and the peripheral
Table 2. Comparison between stimulus size in the present
study and mean receptive field size at the two
eccentricities used. Mean receptive field sizes
are estimated from Equation 18 in Strasburger
et al., 2011, based on Oehler (1985)
Eccentricity
7
21

Target size
unsealed
0.6
0.6

Target size
scaled
0.6
1.68

Receptive
field size
0.42
0.90
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regions of the visual field with fMRI technology comes
however from a recent study by Lei and colleagues
(2012). Consistent with previous studies, a stronger activation of the dorsal fronto-parietal network was evidenced for
the perifoveal IOR, whereas the peripheral IOR was significantly associated with a stronger activation of the prefrontal cortex which indicates that different cortical
mechanisms underlie the eccentricity effect of IOR. Due
to the limited sensitivity of fMRI in their study, Lei and colleagues could not detect any potential subcortical contributions to the eccentricity effect of IOR.
In a structural model of attentional control (Bao &
Pçppel, 2007) it has been argued that different anatomical
pathways might be responsible for this functional dissociation. It has been well established that the more peripheral
regions of the visual field show a stronger projection to
the superior colliculus of the midbrain and from there to extrastriate regions, compared to the foveal and perifoveal regions which possess a strong geniculo-striate projection.
Thus, the eccentricity effect of IOR might reflect different
attentional control mechanisms which, on the one hand, are
dominated by cortical and on the other hand by subcortical
processes. In more general terms this functional dissociation of attentional control would highlight the importance
of subcortical processing in attention as has been pointed
out already some decades ago (Singer, Zihl, & Pçppel,
1977; for review see, e.g., LaBerge, 1995; Sommer &
Wurtz, 2004).
Although the eccentricity effect of IOR in the visual
field cannot be explained by cortical magnification, stimulus size and eccentricity certainly have an influence on
visual processing. If reaction times at 7 and 21 eccentricities were compared for the same-size and the size-scaling
conditions, a clear difference was observed. In the samesize condition the more peripheral targets (21) resulted
in significantly longer reaction times compared to the perifoveal targets (7) as also observed in a previous study
(Zhou, Bao, Sander, Trahms, & Pçppel, 2010). This difference was no longer present in the size-scaling condition
indicating that, indeed, the extent of cortical representation
being equalized for the two conditions is relevant for the
speed of processing. The fact that the reaction times, after
adjusting the size of the stimuli, were similar further
strengthens the hypothesis for the eccentricity effect of
IOR as not being due to speed differences in perifoveal
and peripheral processing. There remains, however, an
interesting paradox with respect to the interaction between
stimulus size and eccentricity: One might have expected
that reaction times for targets at 7 and 21 eccentricities
under the size-scaling condition would correspond to the
reaction time observed for 7 eccentricity for the same-size
condition, but this was not the case; they were the same, but
on a higher level corresponding to the slower reaction time
under the same-size condition for 21 eccentricity. This result might indicate an instationarity within the experimental
conditions as often observed in experiments using reaction
time as critical indicator (Pçppel, Schill, Steinbchel, 1990;
Steinbach, Dreden, & Pçppel, 1991). Possibly, when a
peripheral target of larger size is used, the overall saliency
for all stimuli is increased, resulting in a lower level of genExperimental Psychology 2013

eral activation which then leads to slower response times.
However, whatever may be the case this effect did not compromise the key observation of the eccentricity effect of
IOR being independent of the magnification factor. This
supports the basic notion of a robust phenomenon of different attentional control in the visual field.
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